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About This Game
Nothing! - This is a philosophical visual novell that poses the most important question and gives the answer.
Not everyone can complete this game. Few can.
But if you can get through ...
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Title: Nothing!
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
empty studios
Publisher:
empty studios
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2019
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: xp
Processor: 1.2 GHz
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: any
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 60 MB available space
Sound Card: any

English
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Base game problems:

no progression, what you're doing in the tutorial mission you're going to be doing for the rest of the game (you'll see less
than 5 new enemy types), the "upgrades" you can craft sum up to +1 bonuses to the things you already start with
no items, there are 4 consumables (out of which 2 are healing potions, and all are useless), and 4 relevant items, which
you get only once (most likely in the first mission), as they no longer drop once you have them in your inventory - tying
in to this, the 2 legendary item drops should be salvaged for materials as soon as they drop, as this is one of the only
"reliable" ways of getting legendary crafting materials, since keeping them prevents them from dropping again
DLC policy is horrible, this game feels like playing a F2P:

Want to use a full 5 slot party? Tough luck, there are only 4 characters in the base game and the only 5th one is a DLC.
Want to have some very generous passive permanent bonuses for gold, xp, and combat? Better buy 4 DLCs.
Want to avoid the horrendous grind for crafting materials for legendary items? Better buy the 4 DLCs that conveniently
come with some items already crafted and materials.
Want to 100% the game's achievments? Better buy the DLC.
. FeelsGoodMan. Nice horror game so far, it looks better tha the previous doorways games, scarier and better atmosphere, the
only issue i have is the low framerate! i'm looking forward for the updates! recommend it if you like horror games
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jj6OFWI4MF0&index=1&list=PLUB0wzpkprFRpCex1BX-_gstHhYPqdSAr.
\u611f\u60c5\u7684\u306a\u5b9f\u8a71\u3060\u3088\u3002. I've got a good gaming computer and the game runs like garbage
on it. The frame-rate is so dreadfully poor, it makes the idea of DOOM (2016) being run on a Windows XP look like the fastest
thing in the world. Like seriously, there's literally NO excuse for this game to run so slow that I have to press the same button on
my keyboard a hundred times JUST so I can move to the next chat box or open a door. That alone makes the game one of the
WORST games I've ever played in my life....and I can't even bother playing more than the first save point due to how bad it is.
And it sucks because I liked where the game seemed to be going. The graphics were pretty decent too, I just wish that the framerate wasn't so god awful to the point where I want to give up and never play this game again. If that problem is fixed (or can be
fixed), then let me know. But if it CANNOT be fixed, then I want my money back!. Ardderchog!!!!!!. 100000000 hours waiting
for match. Allright naval battles with planes.carriers,battleships destroyers, ptb's, cruisers and subs with a great variation in
missions , play as either japan's yamato battleship class or fly around in american torpedo bombers, attack convoys as submarine
etc. fun arcade like fighting with a bit dated graphics but overall I had a blast.. I can't ****ing believe this mother****ing
******* game ******* crashes ****ing instantly **** **** 3GB download ****ing **** wasted on a mother ****ing God
*********ing soccer mom ******-****ing piece of ****ing **** ****.
~~~ **** / 10 ~~~. Don't look no further guys, the game is fun and at this price you can't go wrong.
I never played a DnD board game, only the table top version, so I wasn't sure what to expect. It's definitely different than the
Baldur's Gate and cie, yet the mechanics are very interesting. Higher difficulties pose a real challenge, there are no cookie-cut
build here. I love the explore concept behind it, it's rewarding yet very dangerous. Overall, the experience has been very positive
and I am looking forward to push the game further! And again, at this price point, it's a no brainer!
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This is game has potential but sadly it's grammar is horrid. It looks like it was translated from chinese to english using google
translate. It's very difficult to get into the mood of the story due to the grammar.. This game is comedy gold. Play it with a
partner for a better experience. Wow WOW OMG this engine is a work horse to replace all work horses in train simulator BMG
you have done so well this loco is more than worth the wait. Lots of stock, good looking fantastic sounding locomotive. No
faults at:
Jacobite Warrior Has Returned
120\/10 for effort BMG. Probably the most useless season pass ever, still had to purchase wild run and calling all units. Waste of
money, not worth it.. Can't even get passed the main menu, it crashes immediately after pressing start game, I'm glad I bought
this on sale and forgot about it for a year. if i had paid more than $2 I'd be pretty fuccing pisssed
free add-on:
What could be better than Nothing?
Only free add-on that adds nothing to the game!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1071051/Nothing__Blank/
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